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CHITIGNANO 

         Toscana 

          Arezzo 

   TAPPA 30 - CHITIGNANO - SUBBIANO 

The Ubertini Castle of Chitignano 
was originally the property of the 
Earls of Chiusi and in 1261 passed 
to the Ubertini bishops of Arezzo. 
From the bishops it returned to the 
Ubertini Family who submitted 
themselves to Florence in 1385 
obtaining the freedom to rule over 
Chitignano which remained under 
their independent county until 1779. 
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Chitignano 

Chitignano—Subbiano 
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We leave Chitignano and we go to  the castle.  
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 Wich we reach after 1km 
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. We return on the road and  after 400 m we turn left on a path in the woods; after 1.5 km we return  on the road, at 

Poggio D'Acona,  
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reachable in 30 minutes; a picturesque village, once a castle of the Ubertini, lying astride the ridge of a 

buttress of the Alpe di Catenaia mountain.  
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From Poggio D'Acona the road, now paved, but not busy, descends on the Rio Talla, then we follow a cart track, 

crossing the ditch of Valenzano; up towards the castle and the walls before crossing the Rio Cantalupo  
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We walk around Valenzano Castle (great restaurant and hotel), we continue on the road which we soon after leave 

to go left on a field lane; we leave on the left the Podere Pastina to ford Rio della Torre, We continue through Podere 

Mollieto on the left, Serboli on the right up to Fosso Romaggio.  
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Across the torrent, we begin to climb to reach the road that descends to Vogognano;  
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we then turn right and 1 Km  we turn left on a path that takes us to a ford on the torrent Gravena, from which the footpath 

to Giuliano begins.  
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We leave the hamlet of Giuliano taking the road leading to Subbiano, which we follow for 1 Km and after we take to 

the left along the path leading to the torrent Lendra, which we ford and go to Podere Candepole where we turn right  
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and after 400 m we cross the main road, which we finally take after 2km up to State highway SS71, or we turn to left and 
take the path which in 5km  we lead at Subbiano; 
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Subbiano.. 


